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Gwin added, “The additional Philippine resources allow US operations to focus more 
energy on the customer experience and bigger picture items rather than get bogged 
down in the day-to-day minutiae. We established these augmented operations one 
department at a time to demonstrate the benefit of additional resources to the US 
operations while ensuring the Philippine operations grasp processes as well as 
company culture.”

““Obviously when you introduce an overseas workforce, concerns transpired about 
productivity and losing jobs domestically,” said Gwin. “It’s not one or the other. With 
Emapta, we established operations without eliminating current positions in the US and 
showed our team members that we found new ways to support them. Some of our 
biggest internal skeptics have become the biggest supporters of our Philippine 
operations after experiencing what those operations have enabled them to accomplish 
for internal and external customers.” 

▌  Over the course of 18 months, AFN’s Philippine team grew from 33 individuals to  
  nearly 200 team members with plans to continue to add more team members to
  augment its U.S. team. 

▌  All outsourced work is done via managed, secure Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS)
  solutions, meaning no customer data is stored locally. AFN manages all remote
  workstations from the US close to its Loan Origination Servers.

▌▌  The additional Philippine team allowed AFN’s US operations to focus more energy 
  on the customer experience and bigger picture items over time-consuming tasks

▌  Efficiencies in processing, underwriting, and closing increased by 300% and drove
  continued savings straight to AFN’s bottom line.

THE OFFSHORE BENEFITS

▌  Accounting Team

▌  IT Helpdesk

▌  Wholesale Division

▌  Shipping Team

▌  Trailing

▌  Post-Closing

▌▌  Loan Processing Preparation

▌  Compliance Analysts

▌  Underwriting Preparation
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MULTI DISCIPLINARY 
SUPPORT TEAM

LEARN MORE
If you would like to hear more 
about our client partners’ offshore 
journeys and/or speak to our 
Outsourcing Specialists about 
building Your Team, get in touch 
with us today.

ABOUT EMAPTA

Emapta is an award winning Australian-owned and operated offshore staffing company 
that can help you build ‘Your Team, Your Way’ in the most flexible, simple, and 
cost-effective way possible. We partner with over 350 clients to build a high-performing 
team of premium English-speaking professionals that act as a seamless extension of their 
operations to be more competitive, increase productivity, and save on labour costs. 
 
WWe have a network of 14 strategically located offices in highly accessible central business 
districts across the entire Philippines. Each is equipped with the best-in-class technology 
and facilities, underpinned with enterprise-grade data security infrastructure, 24/7 
network and data security control, along with multiple redundant high speed internet 
connections and premium recreational amenities.


